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Still another object is to provide a new and improved
3,137,337
apparatus for practicing the said method of the present
APPARATUS FOR ANSMEfhops
of MAKING A invention
for fabricating a flexible sheet metal strip struc
SHEET METAL STRP STRUCTURE
ture,
and
wherein
apparatus includes means for divid
Aaron J. Ungerer, Lakewood, Ohio, assignor to The 5 ing a sheet metalsaid
strip or ribbon into successively ar
Standard Products Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a core
ranged and substantially equal divisions or sections and
poration of Ohio
for advancing said divided strip along a working path,
Fied Mar. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 14,433

means in said path for progressively advancing each of
said sections along said path and for stacking said sec

10 Claims. (Cl. 153-2)

This invention relates to a new and novel method and 10 tions in successive partially overlapped relation to each
other and in such manner that the sections disposed on
opposite ends of any one section are arranged in substan
tial parallel spaced relation to each other and partially
overlap opposite surfaces of said interspaced strip section.
Additional objects and advantages of the new and

to apparatus for practicing the said method for use in the
manufacture of a sheet metal strip structure.
A primary object of the present invention is the pro
vision of a new and novel method for fabricating a sheet
metal strip structure wherein a sheet metal strip is ad 15
vanced along a working path and divided into divisions .
or sections longitudinally therealong and whereby adja

cent strip sections are arranged in a progressive overlap

ping relation to each other and which are angularly dis
posed relative to the longitudinal axis of said structure.
Another object of the present invention is the provision
of a new and novel method for fabricating a sheet metal
strip structure as referred to in the last preceding para
graph and wherein the overlapping strip sections are flat
tened while in said angular position to thus define said
structure in a substantially flat configuration.
Still another object of the present invention is the pro
vision of a new and novel method and to apparatus for
practicing the said method for use in the manufacture of
a flexible sheet metal strip structure and wherein said ap
paratus includes means for longitudinally dividing a sheet
metal strip into successively arranged and substantially

20

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a preferred embodiment of
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equal divisions or sections and for advancing said divided
Strip along a working path, and means for arranging ad

jacent sections of said strip in a progressive partially

novel method and apparatus of the present invention will

be readily apparent to one skilled in the art to which
this invention pertains, and by reference to the following
disclosure of a preferred embodiment thereof and as is
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein:

apparatus embodying the inventive concepts of the pres
ent invention;
. .. .
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary perspective view of the form
ing head of the apparatus assembly of FIG. 1; .
FIG.3 is an exploded perspective view of the mandrels
of the forming head of FIG. 2 with the same removed
from said head to clearly illustrate the function thereof;
FIG. 3A is a perspective view of the strip structure
formed by the forming head of FIG.3;
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the stacking head of
the apparatus assembly of FIG. 1;
.. . . .
FIG. 5 is a side elevation of the barrel members of the

stacking head of FIG. 4 with the same removed from

Overlapping relation to each other wherein each of said

said head to clearly illustrate the operation thereof;
FIG. 6 is a perspective view showing the configura

axis of said structure.

members of the stacking head; i.

35

tion of the sheet metal strip as it passes through the barrel

Section is angularly disposed relative to the longitudinal
i.

Another object of the present invention relates to a

new and novel method for fabricating a flexible sheet
Vanced along a working path and divided into substan
tially equal divisions or sections disposed longitudinally
therealong, and wherein adjacent sections are arranged in
progressive partially overlapping relation to each other
With each of said sections being angularly disposed rela
tive to the longitudinal axis of said structure, and at a
complementary angle from said axis with respect to the
next adjacent strip section. .
Still another object of the present invention relates to
a new and novel method for fabricating a flexible sheet
metal strip structure wherein a sheet metal strip is ad

40

FIG. 8 is a fragmentary schematic view showing the
flattening rolls of the flattening head of FIG. 7;
-

metal strip structure wherein a sheet metal strip is ad

vanced along a working path and divided into substan
tially equal sections disposed longitudinally therealong,
and wherein adjacent sections are arranged in progres
sive partially overlapping relation to each other in such
manner that each of the opposed surfaces of any one sec

tion is partially covered by one of the next adjoining sec
tions to said one section.
Another object is to provide a new and improved ap

paratus for practicing the said method of the present in
vention for fabricating a flexible sheet metal strip struc
ture, and wherein said apparatus includes means for divid
ing a sheet metal strip into successively arranged and sub
stantially equal divisions or sections and for advancing
Said divided strip along a working path, means in said
path for stacking said sections in progressive partially
overlapping relation to each other in such manner that
each of the opposed surfaces of any one section is partially
covered by one of the next adjoining sections to said one
section, and means for flattening said stacked assembly to
thus form the aforesaid flexible strip structure.

--

: FIG. 7 is a fragmentary perspective view of the flatten
ing head of the apparatus assembly of FIG. 1;
-

FIG. 9 is a fragmentary perspective view of one of the .
flattening
rolls of FIG.8;
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FIG. 10 is a side elevation of the flattening head;
FIG. 11 is a sectional view taken approximately on the
plane as is indicated by the line 11-11 in FIG.10; and,
FIG. 12 is a plan view of a portion of the flattened strip .
structure.
The new and novel method of the present invention is
intended to accomplish a continuous fabrication of a
flexible
sheet metal strip structure wherein a flat strip
or ribbon of sheet metal is advanced along a predeter
mined Working path, and divided longitudinally there.
along into substantially equal divisions or sections by pro
jections, the outermost portion or crest of each of which
extends angularly across the width of the strip, the crest
portions of adjacent projections being disposed in sub
stantial parallel spaced relation, and further wherein the
aforesaid divisions or sections are arranged or stacked in
progressive partially overlapped relation to each other
with said crest portions defining the lateral edges of the
stacked assembly, and further wherein said divisions or
sections of said assembly are flattened one against the
other in said partially overlapped relation to thus form
the aforesaid flexible strip structure.

The aforementioned projections are preferably formed

70

on the strip by progressively advancing the same through
a forming head or station operable to sequentially form:
a plurality of the aforesaid projections thereon which are :
disposed in predetermined spaced relation longitudinally

therealong, said projections preferably extending alter

3,137,337

4.
rod within the plate 2 to thus adjustably slidably move
the pedestal 7 and forming mandrels 3 and 4 longitudi
nally along said machine bed T, the purpose for which

3

nately in opposite directions from the plane of said strip

and thus formed so that the outermost portion or crest

of each of said projections extends angularly across the
With said projections thus formed thereon, the strip
is then alternately folded along each of said crest portions,
the above defined divisions or sections interspaced be
tween said crest portions being thus stacked in a progres
sive partially overlapped relation along an axis that is
substantially parallel to and equally spaced between said
crest portions, alternate crest portions thus forming the
opposed lateral edges of the stacked assembly.
Said stacked assembly is thereafter presented to
flattening means functioning to flatten said assembly to
form the aforementioned strip structure, said flattening
means being likewise operable during the flattening of
width of the strip.

will be hereinafter described in detail.

0.

15

said assembly to maintain the partial overlapped relation
between each of the aforementioned strip divisions or
sections.
With reference now directed to the accompanying
drawings, a preferred embodiment is herein shown of

the forming mandrels 3 and 4, comprises a pair of cy

lindrical hub members 24 and 25 mounted upon its re
spective shaft member 5, 6 in abutting relation one to
the other, and which, in turn, mount a plurality of male

apparatus especially designed to practice the method of
the present invention, and briefly consists of a forming

head or station A adapted to receive a flat strip or ribbon
of sheet metal 5 and to advance the same along a working
path, being operable to successively form a plurality of
longitudinally spaced projections P thereon, said projec
tions, as best seen in FIG. 3, extending outwardly from
said strip with the outermost portion or crest a thereof
extending angularly across the width of the strip and
thus inclined relative to the lateral edges thereof, with
alternate projections P extending outwardly in opposite
directions from the plane of said strip.
As the strip is advanced along said working path and
discharged from the forming head A, it is then presented
to a stacking head or station B as best seen in FIG.
4, which functions to progressively alternately stack the

25

B, it is then presented to a flattening head C, as seen in
FIG. 7, which functions to flatten the slightly laterally
bowed stacked strip assembly into a substantially flat
strip structure, said flattening head being likewise operable
during the flattening of said assembly to positively engage
said assembly and to maintain the partial overlapped rela
tion between each of the aforementioned strip divisions

30
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or sections d thereof.

With particular reference now directed to FIGS. 1 and
2, the forming head A is seen to comprise a pair of
cylindrical mandrels 3 and 4, each being mounted, re
spectively, upon a shaft member 5 and 6, the latter being
rotatably supported within bearing blocks Sa and 6a,
carried within a pedestal 7 in vertically spaced relation.
one to the other, said pedestal, in turn, being rigidly

carried upon a base 8 which is preferably adjustably
mounted upon a machine table or bed T, of a machine
supporting frame F. Suitable guide blocks 10 may be
attached to the opposed ends of the aforesaid pedestal
base 8 as best seen in FiG. 2, having leg parts 10a under
lying the aforementioned machine table T and thereby
operable to retain and thus properly guide the adjustable
movement of said base and supported pedestal longi
tudinally along the latter. An adjustment rod 11 is seen
to be threaded at its one end, being disposed within an
upright plate 12 carried on the aforementioned machine
bed T, and its opposite end journalled within a pressure
block 12a, the latter being attached to the aforesaid
pedestal base 8. A handle 14a carried on said one

and female die elements 17 and 18 respectively, on the
opposed abutting faces thereof and which elements are
preferably disposed in a predetermined radial spaced
relation therearound.

divisions or sections d defined between the aforesaid

projections in a progressive partially overlapped relation
along an axis substantially parallel to and equally inter
spaced between the crest portions of said projections, said
strip assembly, as exiting from the stacking head, being
preferably somewhat bowed in lateral configuration.
As the stacked assembly is advanced along said working
path and subsequently discharged from the stacking head

Each of the shaft members 5 and 6 rigidly mounts a
suitable worm gear 13 adjacent said mandrel and which
is adapted to be in mesh with a corresponding worm
14 formed on drive shaft 15, the latter being interspaced
between said shaft members 5 and 6, and suitably rotat
ably supported within the aforementioned pedestal 7,
being in addition drivably connected to a suitable source
of power, later to be defined.
As previously mentioned, the flat strip or ribbon of
sheet metal, as is identified by the reference character S
in FIG. 2, is intended to be presented to the forming
head A, which then functions to successively form the
aforementioned projections P thereon.
For this purpose, as is best seen in FIG. 3, each of
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Inasmuch as the construction of each forming mandrel
3 and 4 is preferably identical, a detailed description of
only forming mandrel 3 will now be given with particular
differences in structure and/or function, if any, existing
therebetween, being also hereinafter specifically referred
to.
With particular reference now directed to FIG. 3, it
will be seen that the inner or abutting face 28 of hub
element 25 is substantially flat and rigidly mounts a
plurality of the aforesaid female die elements 18 thereon,
said die elements being disposed in equally radially
spaced relation thereon, the present forming mandrel
embodiment preferably using a series of 8 of said die
elements which are held in position by and between pairs
of substantially triangular-shaped anchor blocks 29, the
latter, in turn, being preferably of such dimension so as
to define an opening or recess 30 between adjacent blocks
of adjoining pairs of said blocks. In addition, each
of said die elements 18 is preferably disposed radially
of its associated shaft and has a die cavity 18a provided
on its outermost face.
The adjoining inner or abutting face 32 of the hub
member 24 of each forming mandrel is formed with a
plurality of radially projecting recesses or grooves 33,
said grooves being likewise disposed in equal radially.
spaced relation to each other. One of the aforementioned
male die elements 17 is adapted to be disposed within
each of the said grooves or recesses 33, although the
instant embodiment of forming mandrel preferably uti
lizes a series of 8 of said female die elements and cooper
ating male die elements as will hereinafter be described

in detail, it is understood that the number of said die
elements utilized is merely selective, and does not in

any sense define any structural limitations to the scope
of the possible constructions for said mandrels. The
present embodiment of forming mandrel likewise pref
erably using - a series of 8 of said die elements, each of

which, in addition, is integrally provided with a lateral
shoe portion i7a, the dimensions of which readily ac

commodate its being disposed and anchored within said
recess so as to locate the head portion 17b of said die
element forwardly of the aforementioned face 32 of said
70 hub member and radially outwardly of its peripheral
edge.

With the hub member 25 mounted upon its associated
shaft member, its companion hub member 24 is then

placed upon said shaft and disposed in said abutting rela

end of said rod may be utilized to adjustably move said 75 tion with the former, and in such manner that each of

3,187,387
5
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the male die elements 17 is disposed within one of the
Each
adjustment
bar
has
a
pair of set screws 45 thread
aforementioned recesses 30.
ably disposed therein, and which are adapted to engage.
Each of the male die elements 17 is also preferably

slightly smaller in its lateral dimension than its accom
modating recess 30, to thus define a radial side clearance
therebetween, as may be indicated by the reference char
acter E. The hub member 24 is likewise preferably dis

posed on its supporting shaft so that its inner face 32 lies
upon the side surface 18b of each of the aforesaid female
die elements 18, each of the latter in turn, mounting a
pin 34, which projects substantially perpendicularly out
wardly from said die surface 18b and extends toward and
into one of a plurality of circular recesses 35 formed on

IO

As best seen in FIG. 3, each of said recesses 35 is substan

5

the adjoining inner or abutting face 32 of hub member 24.

tially larger in dimension than the pin 34 accommodated
therein, the purpose for which will be hereinafter ex
plained.
With this construction, it will now be seen that in each

assembly of forming mandrels 3 and 4, the hub members
24 and 25 thereof, are disposed so as to position the male
and female die elements 17 and 18 respectively, in the
same radial plane with respect to its supporting shaft

opposed flats 45a provided on the portion of said pin 44 .
projecting into the aforesaid aperture 43.
The pin 44 is somewhat smaller in diameter than its
accommodating aperture 43 so that upon selectively loos
ening one of said set screws and advancing the other into
said bar, said pin 44 may be adjustably moved within said
aperture to thereby rotatably move the hub member 24
about its supporting shaft and thus align the male die
elements 17 carried thereon relative to the cooperating
female die elements 18 disposed on the hub member 25
on the other of said forming mandrels. .
..
v
If desired, after the aforesaid die elements have been
properly aligned, each of the set screws 45 may then be
backed-off to thereafter permit the hub member 24 to
partake of a slight oscillatory movement about said aligned
position to thereby facilitate the engagement and/or dis
engagement of said cooperating die elements.
As is also previously mentioned, each of the afore

said projections P is formed in such manner that its crest
portion a extends angularly across the width of the sheet
metal strip S. With reference directed to FIG. 3a, this
member, and in equal radially spaced relation to each angle
of inclination for said crest portion with respect to
other with each of the male die elements 17 being inter 25 a line substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal axis.

spaced centrally between adjacent female die elements 18. of said strip is identified by the reference character X, the
As best seen in FIGS. 2 and 3, the forming mandrels
purpose for said angulation being hereinafter more fully
3 and 4 are each preferably rotatably supported within the apparent.
. . .
aforementioned pedestal 7, in substantial vertical spaced
As the sheet metal strip or ribbon S is discharged from
relation to each other, and, in addition are rotatably driven 30 the forming head A, it is then presented to the afore
through the aforesaid drive shaft 15 in opposite direc mentioned stacking head or station B as is above men
tions to each other such that the male die elements
wherein the sections d of said strip are alternately
17 on the upper forming mandrel 3 cooperate with the tioned
stacked
in close juxtaposition with each other in a progres
female die elements 18 on the lower forming mandrel sive partially overlapped relation, and along an axis sub
4 to form every other one of the aforementioned pro 35 stantially parallel to and equally interspaced between the
jections P on the sheet metal strip passing therebetween, aforesaid crest portions of said projections.
and likewise the male die elements 17 on said lower form
... To accomplish this, and with particular reference di
ing mandrel 4 similarly cooperate with the female die rected to FIGS. 4 to 6 inclusive, the stacking head B is
elements 18 on the upper roll forming mandrel 3 to
fabricate the next adjacent projection on said strip. In

40

this manner therefore, the projections P are seen to ex

tend alternately in opposite directions from the plane of
the strip S, said cooperating die elements being likewise
operable to advance said strip S along the aforementioned

working path progressively through the forming head A
while simultaneously forming said projections. . . .
A suitable guide block 38 carried on the aforesaid ped
estal 7 is preferably utilized to direct the sheet metal strip

45

S between the rotating mandrels 3 and 4 and in position
as to be properly engaged by said die elements.
As is previously mentioned, each of the male die ele
ments 7 carried on hub member 24 is slightly Smaller
in its lateral dimension than its accommodating recess 30
provided in its companion hub member 25, thus providing
the aforementioned side clearance Etherebetween, and in 55
like manner, each of the pins 34 carried on the female
die elements 18 is substantially smaller in diameter than
its accommodating recess 35 provided in hub member 24.
This praticular construction is intended to provide the
hub member 24 of each forming mandrel with a slight
rotational adjustment, the limits of said adjustment being
defined by the aforesaid side clearance E, to thereby facili
tate the proper alignment of the aforementioned cooper
ating male and female die elements.
To provide for a manual adjustment to the hub member. 65
24 of each forming mandrel, an adjustment bar, as is
identified by the reference numeral 40, is seen to be
mounted at its center upon each of the aforesaid shaft.
members 5, 6 adjacent the outer face of the hub member
24, being securely fastened to said shaft by means of 70
pin 41. Said adjustment bar is apertured, as indicated at
43 adjacent its one end, and mounted thereat upon pin

44, the latter being securely anchored to the adjacent hub
member 24 and preferably extending perpendicularly out
wardly of said outerface thereof.

seen to include a pair of barrel members 50 and 5 which

are disposed in parallel spaced relation to each other pref. . .
erably one above the other, said barrels being rotatably
supported at one end within an upstanding bracket 52
rigidly mounted on the machine table or bed T, each of
said barrels, in addition, mounting a suitable bearing 53
on its opposite end, the bearing for said upper barrel
member 50 being supported within a pair of brackets 54
carried on the upper end of a support plate 55, the latter
being likewise attached to said machine bed T. The bear
ing 53 for said lower barrel member 51 is similarly
mounted within an upstanding block 56, the latter being
carried on said machine bed, said barrel members being

thus disposed in tandem relation to the aforesaid forming
head A and extending substantially longitudinally along
said machine bed.
. ...
As best seen in FIGS. 1 and 4, each of said barrel
members is provided with a pinion 56, the pinion on
upper barrel member 50 meshing with a drive gear 57.
carried on an idler shaft 58, the latter being rotatably
supported between one of the aforementioned brackets
54 and bracket 52. The pinion 56 on the lower barrel

member 51 is likewise adapted to mesh with a transfer
tioned shaft 15 for the forming head A, said transfer

gear 60 mounted on the opposite end of the aforemen

gear, in addition, being disposed so as to mesh with
and be driven by the drive gear 57.

. . . .

The opposite end of the idler shaft 58 is seen to

mount a suitable sprocket 59 over which is passed an

endless link chain 62, said chain being likewise passed
around a drive sprocket mounted on the shaft 63 of a
suitable primary source of power such as electric motor
64. Said motor is preferably supported in the afore
mentioned supporting frame F below the sprocket 59 on
said idler shaft 58. If desired, said link chain-62 may

75 also be passed around an idler sprocket 62a of a suit

8,187,337
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8
able adjustable tensioning device 63a which is utilized
from the forming head A in such manner that the projec
to maintain said link chain substantially taut.
tions P thereon preferably lie in substantially a vertical
plane, said strip being thereafter intended to be presented
As best seen in FIG. 1, power may also be taken from
the idler shaft 58 through a suitable sprocket and endless
link chain drive as will be understood, being thus capable
of actuating a lubricating pump device, as is identified by

to and between the barrel members 50 and 51 in a plane
intersecting the axes of the same.
To accomplish this, a guide block 70 is attached to
the aforesaid bearing block 56 and disposed so as to be
substantially in longitudinal prolongation to said inter

the reference numera 58a.

With this construction, it will now be realized that upon

the proper energization of said power source, energy is
simultaneously transferred through the aforementioned
idler shaft 58 and drive gear 57 to the connected gear
train just described, so as to simultaneously rotatably
energize the forming mandrels 3 and 4 of the forming
head A and also the barrels 50 and 5 at the stacking
head or station B.

In this manner, therefore, as will be later defined in
greater detail, the actuation of the forming head A and
stacking head B may be synchronized with each other so
as to provide a continuous fabrication of the sheet metal
strip being presented thereto.

As the sheet metal strip is discharged from the form
ing head A, it is thereafter directed along said working
path and between the barrel members 50 and 51, means
being provided on the latter to engage with said strip
whereby the sections d thereof are progressively stacked
in partial overlapping relation to each other.
For this purpose, as may be best seen in FIG. 5, each
of the barrel members is provided with a groove extend

ing helically around the periphery thereof, the groove
for the upper barrel member 50, as is identified by the
reference numeral 65, originating at the right end of the
same and having what is commonly referred to in the
art as a "left-hand” lead. Said helical groove is also

secting plane, said block in addition, having a channel 71

O

15

the lead of each of said grooves 65 and 68 is preferably
identical, as the same advances longitudinally from right
to left along its associated barrel member, said barrel
members, in addition, each being rotatably supported and
thus connected to and locked into the above described

gear train such that said grooves are substantially 180
degrees out of phase with each other. As will likewise
be seen in FIG. 5, the lead of each groove 65 and 68 is
preferably gradually decreased as the same advances along
its respective barrel member to an intermediate region
thereon, and is thereafter reduced at a substantially in
creased rate as the groove approaches the opposite or
left end thereof. In addition, the lead of each of said
grooves at the right end of its respective barrel member
is intended to correspond to the angular inclination X of
the crest portion of each of the aforementioned pro
jections P.
M
It will also be seen upon reference to FIG. 5 that

each of the barrel members 50 and 5 is gradually de
creased in its diameter, beginning at its right end, to a
minimum dimension at said intermediate region whereat

said diameter is thereafter progressively increased toward
the opposite or left end thereof. With this configura
tion therefore, it will be realized that the spacing between

said barrel members and corresponding grooves likewise
progressively increases to said region and then decreases

With this particular arrangement, it will now be real
ized, as may be best seen in FIGS. 4 and 5, that with

30

the upper barrel member 50 being rotated in a clockwise
direction and the lower barrel member 51 simultaneously
rotatable in a counterclockwise direction so as to ad
vance the corresponding helical grooves 65 and 68 formed
thereon from right to left with respect to the aforesaid
interSecting plane, the sheet metal strip captured there
between will likewise be moved or advanced thereby

from right to left longitudinally along said barrel mem
bers.
And, as the lead of the aforesaid grooves progressively
decrease, as above described, it is also apparent that the

40

distance said strip is advanced per each revolution of said
barrel members also progressively decreases at a corre
Sponding rate. Consequently, with any one strip section
d being moved to the left at a progressively decreasing

rate, the next Succeeding section d of said strip is being

advanced toward the latter at a somewhat increased rate
45

due to the greater lead in said grooves at said latter

barrel region. As a result the strip sections d are pro
gressively moved or stacked in juxtaposition to each other
as said strip is moved longitudinally along and through
said intersecting plane.

50
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in the same direction along said barrels or from right to

As shown in FIG. 4, with the barrel members 50 and
51 being oppositely rotatable in the manner as above

described, a component of force as indicated by the
Vector f is created thereby and applied to the metal strip
disposed therebetween, which force tends to propel said
strip laterally outwardly from between said barrel
members.
To prevent this from occurring, the instant embodiment
of stacking head B includes a guide block 75 which is
disposed adjacent one side of said barrel members, pref.
erably extending longitudinally along the latter, and which
is adjustably mounted upon support plates 77 and 78,
Said plates, in turn, being carried upon the aforemen
tioned bearing block 56.
The guide block 75 as may be best seen in FIGS. 4
and 6, is provided with a blade portion. 75a of reduced
thickness, extending longitudinally along one edge thereof,
and which projects into the aforementioned spacing defined
between the barrel members 50 and 51, said blade por
tion terminating in a guide surface 75b formed thereon
and defining the opposite or inner longitudinal edge of
Said block, and which preferably lies closely adjacent to
and on one side of the aforementioned plane intersecting
the axes of said barrel members.

left, as viewed in FIG. 5.

As before mentioned, the sheet metal strip is discharged

the upwardly extending projections P are intended to
successively enter into the right end of the helical groove
65 in the upper barrel 50, being hence captured therein,
and in like manner, the crest portions a of the down
wardly extending projections P are adapted to successively
enter into the helical groove 68 in said lower barrel,
being likewise captured therein. In this manner the strip
Sections d extending between adjoining projections P
traversed the aforesaid spacing between said barrel

25 members.

Seen to progressively diminish in lead or pitch as it ad
vances longitudinally along the aforementioned barrel

member, being likewise of maximum lateral dimension
in the area of maximum lead and progressively diminish
ing in said lateral dimension in a corresponding relation
to the decrease in the aforesaid lead or pitch thereof.
The groove formed in the lower barrel member 55, as
may be identified by the reference numeral 68, is sub
stantially identical in configuration to the aforesaid groove
65 and likewise originates at the right end of said lower
barrel member, extending helically around the periphery
of the same and has what is commonly referred to in the
art as a "right-hand' lead. The progressive reduction in

formed centrally longitudinally therethrough and which
communicates with said intersecting plane.
The strip S is placed within and moved through said
channel and guided thereby centrally along said inter
secting plane and into the aforesaid spacing whereby, as
the barrel members are rotated, the crest portions a of

-

As best seen in FIG. 6, the guide surface 75b of said

5

block and an adjoining surface 76a of a backing plate

3,137,837.
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76 disposed on the opposite side of the aforementioned
barrel members and intersecting plane, being suitably
mounted on the machine bed T, define a continuation
of the aforementioned working path through which the
sheet metal strip is carried during the interval it is being
fabricated by the instant stacking head B.
As the sheet metal strip is advanced along and between

10

construction enables the forming mandrels 3 and 4 to
form the projections P in the sheet metal strip S. and to
discharge the same from said forming head in proper
phase relationship to the operation of the stacking head B

whereby the projections P on said strip are in proper
position to be continuously successively picked up and
captured within the grooves of the barrel members 50
said barrel members, the aforesaid force exerted thereon. and 51 of said stacking head. . . . . .
by the latter is effective to press its one lateral edge
As is also previously mentioned, the forming head A
against the guide surface 75b of said blade, and is thereb O and stacking head B are preferably simultaneously ener
retained in said plane.
gized from a common power source 64 and interconnected
Adjacent the terminal end of each of said grooves 65
gear train, as above described, to assure the proper :
and 68, or at the left end of the barrel members 50 and
cooperative operation therebetween.
5, as seen in FIG. 5, the rate at which the lead thereof
As the stacked assembly of sheet metal strip is dis
is reduced is substantially increased and is thus effective 5 charged from the stacking head B it is next presented to
to bring adjoining divisions or sections d of said strip
the flattening head or station C of the instant machine
into substantially close juxtaposition to each other... The .
Crest portions of said strip are likewise somewhat reduced

in radial dimension to thus define the opposed sides of
the collapsed sections of said strip.
Also adjacent said terminal end of the aforesaid barrel
members the guide block 75 is provided with a radius as

20

structure wherein its lateral somewhat bowed configura
tion is flattened, with a predetermined partial overlapped
relation between each of said sections being established
and with the aforementioned crest. portions a of the

projections P defining the opposed lateral parallel edges
of the flattened strip structure.
With reference now directed particularly to FIGS. 1.
and 7, the instant embodiment of flattening head C is seen

is identified by the reference numeral 80, which connects
at its one end with the aforementioned guide surface 75b,
and extending from the latter forwardly and outwardly 25 to include a rectangular mounting plate 82 which is pref

erably mounted at its ends by means of angles 83 to a

therefrom in the direction of movement of the material
strip between said barrel members to terminate on the

side of said block opposite to said guide surface to thus:
define a curved extension of the same. As will be here
inafter explained in greater detail, the dimension of the 30.
radius 80 is selected so that with a predetermined pro
gressive reduction in the lead of the grooves 65, 68 of
the barrel members 50, 51, the desired overlapping of the
strip sections d may be obtained.
If desired, a curved upstanding plate 77a may also be
attached to the end of backing plate 76 adjacent said
radius to thus define a substantially laterally extending . .
discharge path for the strip exiting from the rotating barrel.
members 50 and 51.

:

With this construction, as the sheet metal strip is

40

carried through the aforesaid spacing between the barrel
members 50 and 51, and enters into the region there
between adjacent said curved radius portion 80 of said
block 75, the aforementioned component of force exerted
by each of said barrel members upon said strip is effective 45
to push the latter into positive engagement with said
radius portion.
As a result, the strip is discharged substantially lat
erally from between said barrel members, each of the

strip sections d being somewhat bowed longitudinally 50
therealong and progressively moved outwardly of said ...
spacing along said path in substantially a vertical plane,
said strip sections being simultaneously stacked one upon
the other with any one section being progressively moved
along said lateral discharge path so that the next suc
ceeding section is also advanced therealong, and thus :

stacked in a partial overlapping relation thereto to thus
form the aforementioned stacked strip assembly. . .
With said strip assembly being thus discharged from the is
stacking head B, the aforesaid crest portions on opposite 60
ends of each of said strip sections d define the opposed. . .
lateral edges of said assembly.

.. .

. .. . . . . . .

. . ..

. ... .

. . .

right-angle extension of supporting frame F, said plate

extending vertically upwardly above , said supporting

frame,
and preferably located adjacent
the discharge end
of the stacking head B.
... . . . . . . . .
- -- : A suitable speed ratio unit, asidentified in its entirety
right-angle frame extension, its input shaft 65a mounting .
a sprocket 66 about which is passed an endless link chain
66a, said chain likewise passing around a second drive
sprocket 66b carried on the aforementioned shaft of the
motor 64. As will be presently described, the speed ratio .
unit 65 is interconnected between the aforesaid motor
64 and the instant flattening head C, being thus operable.
to provide for a suitable, transfer of power therebetween
which is effective to actuate said head. . . . . .
. .
A pair of flattening rolls, asidentified by the reference
numerals, 84 and 85, are each mounted upon a spindle
86, 87 respectively, each of said spindles being rotatably
Supported at one end within the aforementioned mount.
ing plate 82 and at the opposite end within a tie bar 84a
in such manner as to locate said flattening rolls substan- ;
tially vertically: one above the other in predetermined
spaced relation. . . . . . . . . . . . .
..
: The spindle. 86 is preferably adjustable within its
mounting supports by means of adjusting studs 85a to
thus selectively move: its flattening roll 84 into a pre
selected
spaced relation with the bottom roll 85 to thereby
define a flattening plane adapted to accommodate a par
ticular thickness of stacked strip assembl uitably jour
A drive shaft 88, as best seen in FIG.
. .' . .,
naled within a bearing block 89 carried on the aforesaid
mounting plate 82 is seen to have a sprocket 90 carried
on its one end over which is passed an endless chain . . .
91, the latter likewise passing around a drive sprocket - :

by the reference. numeral 65, is likewise mounted on the

92 won the output shaft 93 of the aforementioned speed

ratio unit 65. . . . .

The opposite end of said drive shaft 88, as best seen .
in FIGS. 7 and 10, mounts a drive. gear 94 whichi
tended to mesh with an idler gear 95 carried on the ad
jacent-end of an idler shaft '96, the latter being suitably
journaled within the mounting plate 82.
95, inspindle.87
turn, meshes
with gear 97 mounted.
machine table or bed T and in position to receive the said
being.
stacked strip assembly and to guide the same away from
the
aforementioned terminal end of the barrel members to latter and botto
50 and 51.
gear 98 car
As previously mentioned, the pedestal 7 mounting the transfer
is adapted to mesh with
It will likewise be realized that the strip sections are
each angularly disposed relative to the 3-axis of said
A discharge chute as identified in its entirely by the
reference numeral 78a may be attached to the aforesaid
assembly.

...

... .

forming mandrels 3 and 4 of the forming head A is adjust idler gear 101 similarly carrie
able longitudinally along the machine bed T toward journaled in plate 82, said la
and/or away from the stacking head B. This particular 75. 103 carried on the spindle 86,
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As will be understood, with particular reference di
rected to FIG. 8, the flattening action of the aforesaid
rolls 84 and 85 have a tendency to cause a reduction in
the angular overlapping relation between adjoining strip
sections d of the strip assembly, said relationship being

provide for rotatably actuating the upper flattening
roll 84.

With this construction, it will now be realized that each
of the aforesaid forming heads of the instant machine as
sembly is actuated in substantial synchronized relation to
each other, forming heads A and B being simultaneously
actuated by electric motor 64 through the idler shaft 58
and connected gear train as above described, and forming
head C by means of the aforementioned speed ratio unit
65 connecting with said motor and drive shaft 88 of said
flattening head C. In this manner therefore, a contin
uous fabrication of the flexible sheet metal strip struc
ture may be readily obtained, as will hereinafter be more
fully realized.
As best seen in FIG. 7, the stacked assembly of sheet
metal strip is intended to be passed between the flattening
rolls 84, 85, the latter being thus operable to flatten the
same in the manner as is above mentioned.
To properly guide the stacked strip assembly to and
between said rolls, the instant form of flattening head C

also includes a curved guide chute 105, its one end being

identified in FIG. 4 by the reference character u.

lationship or lead angle between adjoining strip sections

0

5

20

connected by means of fasteners 106 to the lower end

of an upwardly inclined guide plate 108, said chute ex
tending outwardly and downwardly from said connected
end to terminate preferably in substantially a vertical
plane.

formed in said mounting plate 82. Said guide plate and

adjacent end of said chute is thus adapted to be adjust
ably moved vertically along said mounting plate 82 to
thus locate the same in proper position to present the
stacked strip assembly along an upwardly inclined path
to and between the aforesaid flattening rolls, the purpose
for which will be presently explained.
As the stacked assembly of sheet metal strip is passed
between the flattening rolls 84 and 85, means are pro
vided on the same to maintain a preselected spacing be
tween each of the partially overlapped strip sections d.
For this purpose, as may be best seen in FIGS. 8 and
9, the lower flattening roll 85 is preferably formed with
a plurality of notches 113 disposed in equally spaced re
lation around each of its opposed peripheral edges, the
notches on one edge being centrally interspaced or stag
gered between the notches on the opposite edge of said
roll, the preferred peripheral spacing between each of
said notches on one edge and the next adjacent notch
on the opposite edge being identified in FIG. 9 by the
reference character Y.
. As best seen in FIGS. 7 and 8, the stacked strip assem
bly, as discharged from the stacking head B, is presented
to and between said flattening rolls while being supported
in an upwardly inclined plane by the aforementioned
chute 105 and connected guide plate 108. The end of
the guide plate 108 is preferably disposed closely adjacent
the flattening rolls 84 and 85, and slightly below the
flattening plane thereof so that the strip assembly drapes
over a small peripheral part of the surface of said bottom
roll prior to its being presented to and passed through
said plane.

-
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With this particular construction, it will now be re
passed through the flattening plane between said rolls 84
and 85 and flattened thereby, the opposite ends of the
leading edge of each strip section d disposed in the afore
mentioned adjacent notches on opposed sides of said
bottom roll encounter the front vertical edge of each of
said notches and said strip section d in its flattened con
dition is thus properly disposed at the aforesaid lead
angle R.
A suitable discharge chute, as identified in FIG.7 by
the reference numeral 116 may likewise be adjustably
mounted by angle support 119 on the aforesaid plate and
thus positioned to receive and properly guide the flattened
strip away from the flattening rolls 84 and 85.
Having thus described a preferred embodiment of ap
paratus, it will now be realized that the same is operable
to practice the method of the present invention wherein
a flat sheet metal strip is advanced along a working path .
and divided into substantially equal sections, which sec-.
tions are each arranged in partial overlapping relation to
each other in a stacked assembly, said sections being
angularly disposed relative to the longitudinal axis of said
assembly and thereafter flattened to thus provide a flat,
.

It will also be realized by one skilled in the art to
which the present invention pertains that the novel' ap
paratus disclosed herein and which is especially designed
to practice the method of the present invention is suscep
tible to various modifications, combinations and arrange

ments of the parts without departing from the scope of
the inventive concepts thereof as are defined in the claims.
claim:

s
70

roll 85, preferably being of such diameter as to partially
encase, the lower portion of the upper roll 84, being
thereby effective to keep the strip assembly directly be

ing the flattening thereof.

said
linear distance being identified by the reference char
acter n.

flexible sheet metal strip structure.

In this manner, as best seen in FIG. 8, each of the

tween said rolls and in the aforesaid flattening plane dur

With the above dimensional relationship in mind, the
peripheral spacing Y between the notches on the opposed
edges of the bottom flattening roll 85 is therefore selected
to correspond to the linear distance, measured along the
axis of the flattened strip structure as shown in FIG. 12,
between the opposite ends of each of the strip sections d,
alized that as the stacked strip assembly is presented and

-

A pair of disks 115, as best seen in FIG. 7, may be
placed over the opposed sides of the bottom flattening

sive reduction in the lead of the helical grooves 65 and
68 of the barrel members 50 and 51, respectively, and
block 75.

25

aforementioned opposed edges e and e' of several or more
of said strip sections d may be disposed within one of
the spaced notches 13 on said bottom roll, and thus re
main in said captured position while said strip sections
are successively passed through said plane and flattened
by said rolls.

of the flattened strip structure as discharged from the flat
tening head C is seen to be identified by the reference
character R.
The angular relationship between adjoined strip sec
tions d of the stacked strip assembly, as discharged from
the stacking head B, identified above by the reference
character u, may likewise vary slightly within preselected
manufacturing tolerances as will be understood, the pre
ferred magnitude therefor being slightly greater than the
magnitude of the lead angle R, and as determined by
the combined effects of the selected angular inclination
X of the crest portion of each projection P, the progres

the dimension of the radius portion 80 in the guide

Said inclined guide plate 108, adjacent its opposite

end, is preferably attached to the underside of a wear
plate 189, said wear plate, in turn, mounting a pin 110
which is slidably adjustably disposed within a slot 112

-

As is also viewed in FIG. 12, the desired angular re

5

-

1. An apparatus for making a flexible sheet metal
strip structure, means for advancing a sheet metal strip
along a predetermined path, means for forming a plu
rality of projections along said strip to divide said strip
into sections extending longitudinally therealong, said pro

jections extending alternately in opposite directions from
the plane of said strip, and means for successively engag
ing said projections being effective to progressively stack
adjacent strip sections extending therebetweenn in partial
overlapping relation to each other.

. . .. . .
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the plane of said strip, means for stacking said strip sec
tions including a pair of barrel members disposed on op
posite sides of said strip and extending along said path,
means on said barrel members engaging with said projec
tions and operable in response to the rotation of said
barrel members to progressively carry said projections
along said path effective to alternately stack adjacent strip
sections in partial overlapping relation to each other to
thus form a stacked strip assembly wherein alternate pro

2. An apparatus for making a flexible sheet metal strip
structure, means for advancing a sheet metal strip along
a predetermined path, means for forming a plurality of
projections along said strip to divide the same into sec
tions extending longitudinally therealong, said projections
extending completely across said strip and inclined in the
direction of travel of said strip, and means for stacking

said strip along said projections to dispose adjacent sec

tions at said inclined position and in partial overlapping
relation to each other wherein adjacent projections define 10 jections define the lateral edges of the stacked strip as
opposed lateral edges of the stacked strip assembly.
sembly.
. . . .
3. An apparatus for making a flexible sheet metal strip
9. An apparatus for making a flexible sheet metal
structure, means for advancing a sheet metal strip along
strip structure, means for advancing a sheet metal strip.
a predetermined path, means for forming a plurality of
along a predetermined path, means for forming a plu
projections along said strip to divide the same into sec 5 rality of projections along said strip to divide said strip
tions extending longitudinally therealong, said projections
into Sections extending longitudinally therealong, said pro
extending completely across said strip and alternately in jections extending alternately in opposite directions from
opposite directions from the plane thereof being inclined
the plane of said strip, means for stacking strip sections

in the direction of travel of said strip, means for stacking
said strip along said projections to dispose adjacent sec
tions at said inclined position and in partial overlapping
relation to each other to form a stacked strip assembly,
and means for flattening said assembly wherein alternate
projections define opposed lateral edges of the flattened
strip structure.
4. An apparatus for making a flexible sheet metal strip
structure, means for advancing a sheet metal strip along

including a pair of barrel members disposed in spaced re
lation to each other on opposite sides of said strip and
extending along said path, a helical groove formed on
the periphery of each barrel member being of opposite
lead relative to each other and progressively decreasing
in said lead in the direction of movement of said strip
25 along said path, said strip advancing along said path and
passing centrally between said barrel members and along
a plane interposed between the latter, said grooves being
a predetermined path including a pair of forming man operable in response to the rotatable actuation of said
drels disposed on opposite sides of said path and actuatable barrel members to successively engage with said projec
to move Said strip along said path, means on said man 30 tions and carry the same and said strip progressively
drels responsive to the actuation of the same to form a
said plane, said barrel members being operable at
plurality of projections along said strip and divide the along
a portion therein wherein said grooves have a minimum
Same into Sections extending longitudinally therealong, and lead to propel said strip laterally of said plane being ef
20

means for stacking said strip along adjacent projections

to dispose adjacent sections of said strip in partial over.
lapping relation to each other.

35

fective to alternately stack adjacent strip sections in par
tial overlapping relation to each other to thus form a

stacked strip assembly wherein alternate projections de
fine the lateral edges of the stacked strip assembly.
10. An apparatus for making a flexible sheet metal
strip
structure, means for advancing a sheet metal strip
40. along a predetermined path, means for forming a plu
rotatable in a plane intersecting said path, die means on rality of projections along said strip to divide the same
said mandrels responsive to the rotatable actuation of the into Sections extending longitudinally therealong, said pro
Sane and carried thereby into said path so as to succes jections extending completely across said strip and alter
Sively form a plurality of projections along said strip and 45 nately in opposite directions from the plane thereof being
divide said strip into sections extending longitudinally inclined in the direction of travel of said strip, means
therealong, said projections extending alternately in op for stacking said strip along said projections to dispose
posite direction from the plane of said strip, and means adjacent strip sections in partial overlapping relation to
for stacking said strip along adjacent projections to dis each other to form a stacked strip assembly wherein al
pose adjacent Sections of said strip in partial overlapping 50 ternate projections define the opposed lateral edges of said
relation to each other.
assembly, and means for flattening said assembly includ
6. An apparatus for making a flexible sheet metal, ing a pair of flattening rolls disposed so as to permit said
strip structure as defined in claim 5 and wherein said die strip assembly to be passed therebetween, said rolls being
means includes at least one pair of cooperating male and rotatable to flatten said assembly wherein said alternate
female die elements responsive to the actuation of the 55 projections define the opposed lateral edges of the flat
forming mandrels to successively form a plurality of pro tened strip structure.
jections on said sheet metal strip.
w
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